Summer 2020

BEACH
DAY

By Kesar Nizzar

PETER WHITTAKER et al., reads the data
plate on Chapter 85’s Zenith CH 750 Cruzer.
The inscription sits on the side of the fuselage,
tucked away under a tailfeather. The Latin may
very well be missed by most, but its significance
will assuredly not be lost on the readers of Turn
and Bank.
The Cruzer was built by Chapter 85 over the
course of nearly four years, a grand undertaking made simpler by the generous and colossal
devotion of time, energy, and expertise from
the volunteers. I was not involved in the build,
but whenever I stopped in at Delta Heritage Air
Park – no matter which day – there was always
activity, a never-ending energy sharply focused
on the project. It was a true labour of love that
continues to this day in the maintenance, upkeep, and improvement of the Cruzer.
Countless hours of work. Meticulous construction. A nearly unfathomable level of combined brainpower and expertise. These all came
together to produce a fantastic, capable machine
that would now carry its occupants off the turf
runway at Delta into the sky to enjoy the magic
of flight.
One Monday morning I found myself at
the Air Park at 0500, coffee in hand, watching
the rising sun make the dewy grass glimmer.
It was a serene moment that was being marred
by the slightest pang of guilt in a corner of my
mind. This was an airplane built so pristinely,
the Chapter’s newest pride and joy. And I was

about to go put some mud on its tires.
Vargas Island is on the west side of Vancouver Island in Clayoquot Sound, northwest of Tofino. It is home to Nuu-chah-nulth First Nations
heritage sites, some hiking trails, and a sizeable
wolf population. A Provincial Park protects the
western part of the island which includes beaches against the Pacific Ocean. Low tide reveals
a large foreshore of flat, hard sand facing Ahous
Bay… a convenient and ideal surface on which
an airplane could land. Indeed, Vargas Island
has for a long time been a popular destination,
especially for west-coast pilots to make a day
trip out of or set up camp for a night. From ul-

tralights to the occasional turboprop Pilatus PC12, many airplanes have left their tracks in the
sand on Vargas Island. I had been there before
with a friend’s airplane and had now decided to
take the Cruzer to the beach for some deserved
relaxation. After all, it had spent hours and
hours in the workshop, followed by a rigorous
test flight program, had finally recently had its
special certificate of airworthiness issued, and
was now not restricted to the airspace around
its home at CAK3. It was the least I could do!
The CH750 Cruzer is a very capable aircraft. Described by Zenith as the “on-airport”
version of the CH750 STOL, the Cruzer is no

Recreational Aircraft Association of Canada, Chapter 85
Monthly Membership Meeting 7:30 pm
Tuesday, July 7th, 2020
Minutes
Join Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/6845419367
Meeting ID: 684 541 9367
New members and visitors: welcome and introductions
Harold Schiedel
Originally from Germany, now living in Ladner
Flying since 1968, having flown many types of aircraft
Rented a/c from Langley and Boundary Bay
Looking to find new flying opportunities and flying friends

slouch itself. It could get away with using the
STOL moniker, too, when compared with most
other GA airplanes. Chapter 85’s Cruzer is fitted with the larger tires from the STOL to be
better suited for rough field operations. The

The Cruzer was very
clearly in its element.
And it looked good, too!
bubble door/window and skylight allow for
excellent visibility and a spacious cabin, a welcome comfort for the few hours of flying that
lay ahead.
With the fuel loaded and a flight plan filed,
my friend Nedim and I climbed into our seats
and fired up the faithful O-200 for the first leg
of our journey. Courtenay Air Park was the
first destination where we would refuel and recheck the weather before the cross-island leg to
Vargas. The west coast of Vancouver Island is
susceptible to less-than-desirable weather including low cloud, fog, and high winds. In fact,
over the last ten years I have planned trips to
Tofino and Vargas and been stopped by weather
three-quarters of the time.
Departing the Lower Mainland for a slow,
light, GA aircraft is usually an exercise of navigating tightly packed Class C control zones
and terminal airspace, following recommended
VFR routings, avoiding built-up and noise-sensitive areas, and always hoping that a controller will grant or offer a shortcut. The last several months, however, have seen emptier skies
with the absence of the majority of commercial
flights due to the COVID-19 pandemic. 0600
on a Monday would normally see a constant
stream of departures from Vancouver Interna-

tional Airport but it was eerily quiet on the Vancouver Tower frequency this morning. I called
up from the Alex Fraser Bridge and was quickly
cleared through the Vancouver control zone at
any altitude and routing I wanted. We started
to follow the North Arm of the Fraser, planning
to round Point Grey then head direct to Point
Atkinson before following the coast northwest.
After a few minutes we had only made it as far
as crossing the Knight Street Bridge at which
point the radio came alive with “ZXC, Vancouver Tower… what are you?” This is not an uncommon question when flying uncommon types
or homebuilts but in this instance the name
“Cruzer” had led the tower to think we would
be blasting along at 200 knots, not bumbling by
at 70 knots! A good chuckle later and we were
on our way to Courtenay.
An entry in the guest book, a call to the FIC
to update our flight plan and confirm favourable
weather, and a splash of fuel was all Courtenay
had in store for us this day. We launched towards Comox Lake to catch a glimpse of the
Comox Glacier before making our way through
the valleys towards Clayoquot Sound. Winter
still had its clutches on the mountain tops, creating beautiful scenes out of the coastal mountain
landscape. We worked our way through the valleys until they widened and widened, eventually
to the Pacific Ocean.
Ahous Bay now lay below us. According
to our tide charts, the lowest tide was mere minutes ago leaving us a few hours of wide beach.
An inspection of the beach revealed few areas
of concern, and a touch of the main wheels on
the dark sand confirmed the surface was suitable for our landing.
That slight pang of guilt from earlier in the
morning vanished. The Cruzer was very clearly
in its element. And it looked good, too!

Program
Perry Delano provided us with a talk about his Zenith 701 project.
Choices of aircraft to build were determined by his desire to “go where
others do not”. Started with 4x4 vehicles and kayaks. Zenith 701 fit his
needs
Much discussion on the 701 build: elevator control system, radiator
installation, installation of VG’s, adding diagonal braces to fuselage
to reduce oil canning, Proseal compound and Dynamat vibration and
sound dampening material
List of choices appended below
Sebastien Seykora refresher on circuit procedures at Delta Airpark.
This topic was recently covered and will be reviewed at a future date
Business Meeting
Minutes of last meeting on June 2nd, 2020
Moved to accept: Greg Booker
Seconded: Perry Delano
Carried
2020 Membership Dues
Chapter 85 Regular Annual Membership (with RAA National Membership)................................................................................................................ $45
Student Chapter 85 Membership . ............. $15 (insurance at RAA events)
RAA National Insurance Fee for non-national members... $15 (insurance
at RAA events)
Total for Chapter 85 Regular + RAA National Insurance Fee............... $60

“RAA 85” being washed away by the tide before we
could finish it and take a photograph from the air.

Chapter 85 Annual Membership with Cruzer Pilot in Command privileges) (with RAA National Membership) . .............................................$145
RAA National Insurance Fee for non-national members . . $15 (insurance
at RAA events)
Total for Chapter 85 Cruzer PIC + RAA National Insurance Fee........$160
Membership fees can be sent by e-transfer to our Membership Chair, Ran
Sariel (ran.sariel@gmail.com)
Committee Reports
Treasurer: Alex MacKay
Current bank balance, estimated income and expenses to the yearend
were presented

Cruzer flights are good to date with respect to covering its costs
Vice President: Peter Sleeman
Peter Sleeman had to leave early
Peter Murphy provided an update on building the hard pad in front of
the workshop
Plan view and cost estimates presented
To be presented to Metro Parks
Simplified plan
Cost Benefit justification
Advantages that would be provided to the tenants
Membership: Ran Sariel
A couple of potential/pending members are in the works
46 members currently
Aircraft Operations/Chief Pilot: Sebastien Seykora
Only three members currently flying the Cruzer
We should advertise for new members since most current members are
not flying the plane
We need the Cruzer to be flown at least once per week, otherwise will
need to reevaluate the reason for owning and operating the plane
Landing gear leg saddles are unpainted and starting to show some surface corrosion
Should be addressed as soon as possible
Various solutions were discussed
Powder coating the steel
Apply primer/conversion coating
John de Visser will arrange people to perform the maintenance
Cruzer remains as bare metal and should be painted when able
John de Visser
Open the plane up and remove as much as possible prior to painting
Paint in three phases
Removed parts
Fuselage
Wings
Three members showed interest in painting the plane
Peter Murphy
Recently painted his C-150 with JetGlow paint
Approximately $3,500 for paint
Spraying is the issue
Approximately $3,500 for the professional painters
Cannot have open rivets
Suggested that member Jack Pomerleau be consulted for advice since
he recently painted his PA-28 180 and is currently painting a PA-28 140
Painting should be done over the winter season
Peter Murphy: the Cruzer is not looking “pretty”
Propeller has never been cleaned, a/c is dusty, leading edges are dirty
Pilots should wipe the plane down after each flight
Erich Munzer: Need to replace the cowling fasteners with the type that
remain attached and cannot be lost. Will source the fasteners and install
Pilots were reminded that maintenance issues and other defects must be
noted in the journey log
Hangar and Workshop: John de Visser
Shop has been cleaned up, regular maintenance completed. All is well
A rain shield should be installed at the back of the club house
Custodian: Clif Dawson
Nothing happening. The scales have been returned
DAPCOM News: John Macready
Reminded the members that

continued on page 4

Cruzer Report
April-August
Bill Bird
This is the first reporting period where the
the RAA Chapter 85 Zenith 750 Cruzer was
past its build and test phase and became fully
available for use of the chapter members. However, this new phase of operations also occurred
at the same time as the arrival of the COVID
pandemic. Insurance requirements specified

that members who had not flown the aircraft
for a period of time are required to take a check
flight with a training pilot before regaining PIC
privileges. January had offered limited flying
opportunity due to the poor weather and the
later part of February was used to perform the
annual on the aircraft. As a result, only a small
number of members were current on the Cruzer
when COVID social distancing became necessary in mid March. With the Chapter executive
and training pilots deciding that it would be
inappropriate for two persons to be together
in the confines of the cockpit; out of currency
checking or transitioning of other pilots to the

Minutes / continued from page 3
the funds received from Metro Parks are to provide the volunteers with
funds to operate the airfield.
Management committee to meet on July 15, 2020
New signs posted: regarding pilot good neighbour policy
RW 25 threshold: displaced
Public information: signs posted informing them not to touch aircraft
Gate Identification: to clarify the location of the gate of interest
Pete Sleeman installing a pad outside RAA Workshop.
Refreshing the RAA Taxiway.
Kite Flying by children at DHAP
Newsletter: George Gregory
Not present
No report
Looking for content for the next publications
Kesar has been invited to write up his experience flying the Cruzer to
Vargas Island
Programs: Sebastien Seykora/Peter Murphy
When to restart clubhouse meetings to be determined
Zoom meetings are working reasonably well
Members are encouraged to participate in the meetings by putting
together their own five to 45 minute presentation or video about a flight
or a/c building topic
August meeting will feature an outdoor drone presentation at the airfield
September Show and Shine meeting to be discussed
Reinstatement of the pancake breakfasts to be determined
Announcements:
Show and Shine, September Meeting, keep posted.
RAA Chapter 85, Sunday, Oct 11th 2020 (Thanksgiving):
Supplies Purchaser (Saturday or earlier)............................... Peter Sleeman
Open Up and start Coffee................................Sharon and Gerard Van Dijk
Cashier and Ticket Issuer....................................................... Tom Boulanger
Dish Washer.................................................................................Alex MacKay
Wait Staff..................................................................................... Perry Delano
Pancake Flipper.......................................................................... Erich Munzer
Eggs & Bacon........................................................Bruce Prior/ Perry Delano
Omlettes.................................................................... Jim and Connie Stunden
Cleanup.......................................................................................................... All

Cruzer was temporarily not possible.
The few pilots able to operate the Cruzer
did take it upon themselves to see to it that the
aircraft was taken out, warmed up and flown
at least weekly. Disinfecting procedures both
prior and post flight were established and followed. Initial flying was local to Delta Heritage Air Park as it was unclear what services
would be available in controlled airspace or at
other airports. However, as time went on and it
did seem appropriate to extend to other locations in the area, the aircraft was taken into the
local mountains and then further afield including trips to Vargas Island, Nanaimo, Squamish

Note: The above roles are all interchangeable and new volunteers are
most welcome!
Volunteers meet at 8am, have breakfast and get ready for doors to open at
9am, the breakfast concludes at 11am followed by clean up.
Other Topics
Peter Lenger’s heart surgery was successful
There is only one headset currently available in the Cruzer
looking for another donation
Sebastien will order two inflatable life jackets from Aircraft Spruce
Guido completed a check ride, was to continue flights to gain proficiency,
has not returned
Motion to Adjourn - By: John Macready, Seconded: Sebastien Seykora,
Time: 9:43PM
Peter Murphy - List of Sound Proofing / Deadener / Insulating Materials Suppliers/Manuf. (in no specific order)
Soundqubed Q-Mat
GTMat Ultra 80 mil. ULTRA
FatMat ‘Rattle trap’ 80 mil.
Uxcell 394 mil.
Dynamat
Damplifier Pro 100% Butyl Sound Deadening Mat
Noico Black 80 mil.
Noico Green Liner 170 mil. (closed cell polyethylene foam)(.7 lb/1sq.ft.)
Thermo-Tec 14620
DR. Artex
ROCKMAT by Rockville
Silent OAT
HUSHMAT 10201 Ultra Silver Foil
R-Block – fillingstation.com (Butyl rubber)
X Mat by Eastwood
Kilmat 80 mil.
B-Quiet (Butyl Rubber) 60 mil. (.35lb/1sq. ft.)
US Energy Products
https://soundproofpanda.com/best-car-sound-deadening-materials/
https://soundproofliving.com/automotive-sound-deadening-materials/
https://www.aircraftspruce.ca/menus/ap/soundproof.html
https://www.aircraftspruce.ca/catalog/appages/dampingpanels.php

...additional members have begun their
transition training and the hope is that
more pilots will able to make more
use of the Cruzer during the remaining
months of the year.
and Stave Lake (with Vargas Island’s beach and Stave Lake’s gravel landing
strip showing that the Cruzer’s tires and take off performance makes it suitable for such locations).
With COVID distancing limitations being reduced in stringency during
July, pilots began to carry trusted passengers. Then in mid July, it was decided
that transition training could resume as long as the participants followed sensible COVID security procedures. As a result, additional members have begun
their transition training and the hope is that more pilots will able to make
more use of the Cruzer during the remaining months of the year.
Despite COVID, members have pitched in when required (under the
phone and e-mail co-ordination of Sebastien Seykora) to deal with the few
maintenance issues which cropped up during these months. During April, the
Cruzer experienced a tire tube failure while sitting in the hangar resulting in
the tube manufacturer providing a warrantee replacement tube. An engine oil
change was performed, additional corrosion control was performed on the
main landing gear attachment brackets, various items were adjusted or lubricated and the original installation documents for the after market front landing
gear strut were located to deal with a loosening spring issue in the strut.
At the end of July and into August, the Vancouver Lower Mainland experienced a period of hot weather. This revealed that the Cruzer engine cooling
will require additional improvement if much flying is to happen in the higher
temperatures. Being Vancouver, this heat may be just a brief problem before
the usual cool autumn weather returns.
So ends this report period. Hopefully by the time the next issue of Turn
and Bank appears, life for all of us will have returned to normal. Until then,
safe living and safe flying.

President’s Report /Alex Mackay
and Executive meetings via the now ubiquitous
Zoom video chat software.
Our first Zoom RAA 85 Membership Meeting
on April 7th 2020.
I am sure that all of us would prefer to meet
in person, but Zoom does work! We typically
have 20-30 participants for Membership meetings and close to full participation in Executive
Meetings. As of July 7, we have hosted 4 Zoom
Membership Meetings and 3 Executive Meetings.

Report #2 for RAA Chapter 85 April
Summer 2020
As we all know, the world changed in Q1 2020.
Covid-19 has affected almost all aspects of our
lives including the operations of our Chapter.
Social distancing rules prevent us from having
in-person meetings. Mary’s Place is closed- this
means no pancake breakfasts. We cancelled our
Annual Awards Banquet and our Annual FlyInn. Given the older demographic of a large
portion of our members, we have to take the Covid-19 advisories seriously.
However, our Chapter has not stopped functioning. We have continued to host our General

At our April meeting, Sebastien Seykora, our
Aircraft Chairman and Chief Pilot, guided us
through the Transport Canada Self- Paced Crew
Currency Exam. Sebastien, who flies for Air
Transat, was the ideal person for this task. Important issues were clarified; for example, it’s
not recommended that we leave Flight Itineraries with our wives or partners- it’s better to ask
another pilot or make a Flight Plan. Also, we
should consider using Flight Itineraries or Flight
Plans for flights of less than 25 miles. The lower
mainland is a big and wild place, especially
when we fly over the mountains.
At our April meeting, Peter Sleeman entertained
us with a lively account of his recent aviation
adventures in Australia. We learned a great
deal about the history of flight in Australia and
saw many interesting aircraft including the GD

F111, GAF Pika, and CAC Winjeel.
In June, George Aung-Thin, President of the
Abbotsford Flying Club, gave a fascinating presentation on the activities of the AFC. The AFC
operates three club aircraft: a Cessna 172, a Piper Cherokee Archer II and a Glastar. The Glastar
was purchased recently and in spite of being
well liked by those who flew it, it was eventually sold at a loss for complicated reasons. Our
Chapter found George’s presentation particularly interesting because it highlighted fundamental differences between the AFC which is
dedicated to promoting member flying whereas
our Chapter’s primary missions are to promote
the building and restoration of aircraft.
Our Chapter built Zenith 750 Cruzer is doing
well considering the Covid-19 restrictions.
There have been no significant maintenance
problems and pilots report that it is a lovely
airplane to fly. For most of the time, flying has
been limited to solo or within family experiences. Our most active pilot is Bill Bird who flies it
most weeks. The Cruzer’s most exciting trip to
date was on May 4th by Kesar Nizzar who flew
it to a sandy beach on Vargas Island near Tofino.
￼ Finally, we participated in one ‘in person’
meeting this year. On Saturday, June 13th, John
Macready organised our annual Delta Heritage
Air Park Cleanup. Physical distancing practices
were maintained, we very much enjoyed seeing
each other again and the Air Park looks great!

News and Stuff
A new training video for the Zenith 750 Cruzer
has been posted to the RAA Chapter YouTube
channel. This video shows an in-cockpit view
of Sebastien demonstrating and commenting
on procedures from pre-engine start through
to a completed takeoff from Delta Air Park.
It includes check list use, using the Dynon
Skyview engine monitor to perform the mag
checks during run up, and how the aircraft
performs at takeoff. The procedures may be
useful review for anyone flying the Cruzer
or for anyone simply interested in seeing
the aircraft in operation. There are also three
additional short videos which are extracts
from the original longer video. These shorter
videos are to allow focus on those particular
portions of the demonstration for those

wishing to review just those procedures. To
view, see these links:

-Cruzer take off demo:
be/8p2jOve6PIA

RAA Zenith Cruzer procedures from prestart through to takeoff as demonstrated by
Sebastien:
https://youtu.be/dp18mvGfBs4
Shorter videos extracted from the longer
video:

Volunteer for chapter activities: we can
always use people to help with upcoming
chapter events like the Pancake breakfast. If
you want to help out, contact any member of
the executive. Their contact numbers are on
the club website.

-Demonstration of Cruzer procedures
from pre-start to taxi:
https://youtu.be/
FkxgTc-X_eo

The Turn and Bank is a Publication of Chapter
85 of the Recreational Aircraft Association of
Canada. We are located at Delta Heritage Air
Park 4103 104 St, Delta, BC V4K 3N3.
Any suggestions, pictures or newlsetter
contributions can be emailed to George
Gregory at gregdesign@telus.net.

-Run up including the Skyview engine monitor
being used for the mag check: https://youtu.
be/qtCnBBsA1ZI

https://youtu.

